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Microdisks were fabricated in zinc oxide (ZnO) thin films using a top-down approach combining

electron beam lithography and reactive ion etching. These microdisk structured thin films exhibit a

stimulated surface emission between 3 and 7 times higher than that from a reference film

depending on the excitation power density. Emission peak narrowing, reduction in lasing threshold

and blue-shifting of the emission wavelength were observed along with enhancement in the

emitted intensity. Results indicate that this enhancement is due to an increase in the internal

quantum efficiency combined with an amplification of the stimulated emission. An analysis in

terms of waveguiding is presented in order to explain these effects. These results demonstrate that

very significant gains in emission can be obtained through conventional microstructuration without

the need for more onerous top-down nanostructuration techniques. VC 2014 AIP Publishing LLC.

[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4875744]

ZnO offers a combination of appealing attributes such as a

direct wide bandgap, excellent temperature/radiation resistance,

a tunable resistivity and good transparency right across the visi-

ble range plus low toxicity, a relatively high piezoelectric coef-

ficient and a potential for optical emission with high quantum

yields.1,2 These properties predispose ZnO for a variety of

applications such as low-threshold excitonic lasers (thanks to

high optical gain and low loss, as recently reported by the

authors3), UV photodetectors,4 solar cells,5 light emitting

diodes,6 and gas sensing.7 Indeed, there has been a continuous

exponential increase in reports on the manufacturing, character-

ization and applications of ZnO for a few decades now.4,8

Several different methods have been employed for the

investigation of optically pumped ZnO lasing. Stimulated

surface emission in ZnO thin films has been generated

through scattering by surface undulations.3,9,10 Stimulated

edge emission has been produced by single pass gain in high

quality thin films3,10 or by coherent reflections from the fac-

ets of parallel hexagonal grains.11 Stimulated edge emission

has also been observed in random lasing mode for self-

formed closed-loop reflections.10

Recently, there has been strong interest in generating

ZnO lasing through nanosized or microsized whispering-

gallery mode dielectric resonators.12–17 Structures already

reported deal with self-assembled microcavities, rather than

etched thin films. One reason for this may be the difficulty in

precise structuring of ZnO in a controlled manner by means of

dry etching. However, microstructuration is usually signifi-

cantly easier to realize than nanostructuration and thus appears

a reasonable route to explore for applications in which stimu-

lated surface emission is required such as third generation

white LEDs (Light Emitting Diodes). This paper investigates

the stimulated emission intensity and the lasing threshold for a

top-down microdisk structuration of ZnO thin films. An analy-

sis of the results in terms of waveguiding is also presented.

ZnO thin films were epitaxially grown on c-sapphire sub-

strates by laser ablation of a 5N, sintered, ZnO target in a mo-

lecular oxygen ambient, as described elsewhere.18 High

resolution scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was con-

ducted in a Raith e-line system. High resolution X-Ray

Diffraction (XRD) was conducted in a Panalytical MRD

(Materials Research Diffractometer) system. Stimulated emis-

sion was obtained by pumping with a frequency-tripled, Q-

switched, Neodymium-doped Yttrium Aluminium Garnet

(Nd:YAG) laser emitting at 355 nm (with 5 ns pulse duration

and 10 Hz repetition rate). The focused pump laser beam was

about 200 lm in diameter. The emission was collected from

surface and end facets. Spectra were acquired using a standard

photoluminescence set-up coupled to a spectrometer (50 cm

focal length) with a Peltier-cooled charge coupled device cam-

era. All measurements were carried out at room temperature.

Ellipsometry was conducted in a Horiba UVISEL system.

Microdisk studies were conducted on a film which was

found to have exceptional optical quality, with a gain higher

than 1000 cm�1, and scattering/absorption losses lower than

10 cm�1.3 The layer was estimated to be about 500 nm thick

by ellipsometry. XRD revealed the film to be epitaxial with

an omega rocking curve linewidth of 0.14� and a c lattice pa-

rameter of 5.209 Å, which is relatively close to the expected

equilibrium value for wurtzite ZnO (about 5.206 Å). Thus,

there was no indication of significant residual epitaxial strain

at the film surface. Contact mode atomic force microscopy

(AFM) revealed a root mean square roughness of about

2.5 nm with a peak-to-valley of 10 nm for a scan area of

2 lm � 2 lm. Four point measurements gave an average re-

sistivity of about 0.3 X cm, which is typical for as-grown

ZnO films, the film was subject to electron beam lithography

(EBL) with a lift-off process after metal evaporation, as

developed for the realization of plasmonic structures on glass

substrates.19 Subsequent mask transfer was achieved using
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inductively coupled plasma (ICP) reactive ion etching (RIE).

In the first attempt to realize ZnO mesostructures,20 a metal-

lisation of the poly-methyl methacrylate (PMMA) resist prior

to exposure was used in order to avoid charging which

results from the relatively low conductivity of the ZnO thin

film. More precisely, the structuring process involved the

cleaning of the ZnO thin film. Then a 160 nm thick PMMA

layer was spin-coated on the sample and annealed at 160 �C
for 3 h. The PMMA was then insolated using EBL. Before

exposure, a 10 nm thick Al film was deposited on the

annealed PMMA layer. The Al film was then chemically

removed before the resist development. The EBL process

was conducted at 10 kV and the dose was 100 lC/cm2. After

developing the PMMA resist, a 110 nm thick coating of Ni

was evaporated onto the sample and a lift-off process was

performed. In this way, ordered Ni microdisk masks were

obtained on the ZnO surface. Finally, an RIE/ICP process

was used to etch the ZnO through the mask, at a rate of

26 nm/s. Hexafluoroethane (C2F6) was used as the etching

gas and the plasma was stabilized at 8 mTorr.21

A top-view electron micrograph of the etched ZnO

microdisks is shown in Figure 1(a). Microdisks ranging in di-

ameter from 0.5 lm to 6.5 lm were fabricated with a center-

to-center distance of 10 lm. A side view micrograph, with a

zoom-in on one of the microdisks is shown in Figure 1(b).

Note that the thin film was not etched right down to the sub-

strate. The total film thickness was about 564 nm, according

to ellipsometry measurements, and the etched thickness was

about 475 nm. The residual unetched ZnO thickness of

91 nm was left intentionally in order to reduce the loss of

pump photons. Figures 2(a)–2(d) show the emission spectra

for the thin film before (S1) and after (S2) the fabrication of

microdisks. The diameter of the microdisks corresponding to

these spectra was 3.5 lm. In order to appreciate the amplifi-

cation effect, while keeping the spectra evolution visible, lin-

ear (Figures 2(a) and 2(b)) and logarithmic (Figures 2(c) and

2(d)) scales were used. For S1, below the stimulated emis-

sion threshold of about 2.7 MW/cm2, the spectrum shows a

weak band centered at around 383 nm. This band was attrib-

uted to radiative recombination of free excitons (P2 band).9

Above the stimulated emission threshold, another intense

and sharp peak emerges at about 395 nm. This peak was

attributed to stimulated emission from an electron-hole

plasma, or N-band.22 With increasing incident intensity, the

peak position showed a red-shift. This was attributed to

bandgap renormalization.23 The evolution from spontaneous

emission to stimulated emission of S2 is similar to S1. The

threshold for stimulated emission in S2 occurs at a lower

value (2.25 MW/cm2), however, and the emission intensity is

higher than that of S1. This decrease in threshold was attrib-

uted to waveguiding within the microdisks by total internal

reflection which increases nonlinear phenomena. In addition,

the stimulated emission from the reference thin film (S1) is

broader than that obtained from S2 and the emission peak is

also red-shifted relative to that of S2. If a constant increase is

observed for the plasma emission, the P2 emission is charac-

terized by two distinct trends. First, an increase is observed

below 5 MW/cm2 and then the emission decreases. The use

of microstructures in some specific excitation conditions

reduces the amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) rate and

the P2 emission intensity. These findings were attributed to a

redistribution of the optical modes in the microstructured

area.24,25 As a consequence, the comparison study was lim-

ited to the plasma emission.

Figure 3(a) illustrates output-input intensity dependence

for both S1 (circles) and S2 (squares) in a log-log scale. The

emitted intensity for the microstructured thin film (S2) is

higher than that for the reference (S1). Both samples, show a

linear increase (n¼ 5) in plasma emission (confirming the

plasma nature of the emission) plus a saturation regime

(n¼ 0.6). At 1.38 MW/cm2, S2 is already in the stimulated

emission regime, whereas S1 is still in the ASE regime (dot-

ted-line). In the plot of plasma emission evolution versus the

excitation power density, a lasing threshold decrease is

observed. This partially explains the enhanced stimulated

emission. Indeed, the S2 curve in the n¼ 5 dependence range

can be reproduced by horizontally translating (according to

the a1 vector) the emission curve for the S1 sample (dotted

line). The stimulated emission enhancement in this range is

due to the optical loss reduction as a result of the microdisk

structuring. In order to fully overlap the two curves obtained

for the S1 and S2 samples, vertical (b2) and horizontal (a2)

translations are necessary. The vertical translation can be

attributed to multiple reflexions within the microdisks.

Figure 3(b) summarizes the different phenomena possible in

the microstructured area: namely emission, waveguiding/

multiple reflexions, reabsorption of photons and light extrac-

tion. In accordance with theoretical predictions, there is a

10% increase of the excitonic PL emission for both the S1
FIG. 1. (a) Top view electron micrograph of microdisks etched in a planar ZnO

thin film, (b) Side view electron micrograph with zoom-in of a ZnO microdisk.
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and S2 samples. This can be interpreted as the result of an

increase in hc from 24� for S1 to hcþDh< 30� for S2. These

derivations show that light extraction is little affected by the

structure geometry. Non-linear effects should, therefore, be

taken into account. In the non-linear regime, the stimulated

emission threshold strongly depends on the internal quantum

efficiency (IQE). Considering Nem (the number of emitted

photons) and Nabs (the number of absorbed photons) and

assuming that Nabs is the sum of the lost photons (Nlos) and

the efficiently exciting photons (Nexc) the following relation

is obtained for the IQE:

IQE ¼ Nem

Nabs
¼ Nem

Nlos þ Nexc
: (1)

The lower threshold observed in the case of the microstruc-

tured sample, S2, can be explain by an increase in the IQE,

i.e., a decrease of Nabs as the result of a decrease in Nlos. As

a direct consequence of this, the amplification factor F

(defined as follows) increases:

F ¼ IEM

IER
; (2)

where IEM and IER are the emitted intensities of the plasma

from the microdisk and the reference (above the stimulated

emission thresholds), respectively. Figure 4(a) shows the

enhancement factor, F, as a function of the incident intensity.

A clear exponential decrease from 7 to 3 is observed as a

FIG. 2. Surface-emission spectra at different pumping intensities for a reference thin film, S1 and microdisk structured area S2 represented in linear (a) and (b)

and log scale (c) and (d), respectively.
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function of the excitation power. The maximum experimen-

tal F, of 7, is obtained before the saturation regime that

finally leads to a 3.2 enhancement (F0). The etching process

employed to fabricate the microdisks produces a transverse

refractive index gradient in the structure, since the refractive

index in the ZnO microdisks (�2 (Ref. 26)) is higher than

that of the etched region between them. This transverse re-

fractive index gradient produces optical waveguiding. Thus,

the emission intensity is expected to be amplified due to an

increase in the stimulated emission rate caused by the multi-

ple reflection feedback loop. Peak narrowing was also

observed to occur due to waveguiding and showed a depend-

ence on the diameter of the microdisks. The full width at

half maximum (FWHM) was about 9 nm for S1 and 6 nm for

S2. For 5.5 lm diameter, it was further reduced to 3 nm.

Thus the quality factor (Q¼ k/Dk) for the stimulated emis-

sion of the microstructured thin film was higher than for the

reference film. Q was typically 126 for a 5.5 lm-diameter

microdisk, 63 for a 3.5 lm-diameter microdisk and 46 for

the reference film (S1). The blue shift for the microdisks, rel-

ative to S1, implies that there was a decrease in the effective

refractive index of the microdisk structure compared to that

for the reference film. Such a change in refractive index (Dn)

can be estimated using the shift in the peak wavelength (Dk
(nm)) through

Dn ¼ Dk
n

k
; (3)

where n is the refractive index of ZnO.

Figure 4(b) shows Dn (right axis) and Dk (left axis) as a

function of the incident intensity. The negative value of Dk
sign signifies the blue shift while the negative value of Dn

signifies the decrease in the refractive index due to the for-

mation of microdisks. The decrease in refractive index after

the microdisk patterning also implies that there is a decrease

in the reflectivity, R, at the air-semiconductor interface after

etching. The pump intensity, Ip (MW/cm2), is related to the

incident intensity Ii (MW/cm2) and R through

Ip ¼ 1� Rð ÞIi: (4)

Thus, the pump intensity for the microdisk is higher than of

the reference film for the same incident intensity. The num-

ber of generated excitons per cubic centimeter, nex, is related

to Ip through the following equation:27

nex ¼
Ips

h�pd
; (5)

where s is the exciton lifetime (taken to be 0.3 ns (Ref. 28)),

h�p is the pump photon energy (J) and d is the film thickness

(cm), respectively. Thus, the nex for the microdisk is higher

than that for the reference film.

A similar trend was also observed for edge emission spec-

tra obtained by transverse pumping using a cylindrical lens

(results not shown). The film thickness in this case was 91 nm

(bottom). The film was grown under the same conditions as

S2. The F was than for the surface emission from the micro-

disks, however, the saturation value obtained for F, in case of

stimulated edge emission, was 1.8. While the excitation

conditions were different and further modal analysis would be

required,29 these results indicate that the F factor for the

microdisk structured thin film is higher and thus confirm the

effect of the later for the stimulated emission efficiency. It

should be noted, however, that the stimulated surface emission

threshold (2.7 MW/cm2) was higher than that for the stimu-

lated edge emission (0.5 MW/cm2). The lower threshold

observed for the edge emission could be attributed to the dif-

ferent shape of the active medium.3,10 As already explained

for both surface and edge-emission (with a relatively small ex-

citation area) the stimulated emission occurs through

electron-hole plasma recombination and the emission is fur-

ther amplified by either the increase of IQE (explained above),

the single pass gain in an inverted region (stimulated

edge-emission, as reported in Ref. 30), the scattering due to

surface undulations (stimulated surface-emission, as reported

in Ref. 9) or by waveguiding-assisted scattering due to surface

undulations (stimulated surface-emission from the

microdisks).

To conclude, top-down microstructured planar etched

ZnO thin films with microdisks features were fabricated by

combining EBL with a lift-off process after metal evapora-

tion and RIE/ICP. An enhancement factor between 7 to 3

FIG. 3. (a) Maximum number of emitted photons as a function of the pump-

ing power density in a log – log scale for the S1 (red) and S2 (black) sam-

ples. (N.B. The S2 curve (black) can be made to superimpose the S1 curve

through simple horizontal and vertical translations). While the n¼ 5 depend-

ence can be explained by a decrease of the lasing threshold, as shown by the

red dotted line (horizontal translation by a1), the n¼ 0.6 dependence can

only be explained by a change in the IQE of the stimulated emission. Fig.

3(b) summarizes the different phenomena at the origin of the stimulated

emission enhancement in the microstructured area, namely waveguiding,

multiple reflections, reabsorption of photons, and to some extent light

extraction.
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times higher than the reference film was obtained, depending

on the excitation power density. Threshold reduction, IQE

increase, emission peak narrowing and blue-shifting of the

stimulated emission, were also observed and analyzed in

terms of waveguiding. These results confirm the significance

of top-down microdisk structuring for ZnO thin films and

their potential for use in next-generation UV photonic

devices.
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